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A NOTE ON THE COMPLETENESS OF UNIFORM SPACES

Youngshik Chang

§ 1. Introduction

It is introduced in (2, p. 193J that a uniform

space satisfying the first axiom of countability

would be complete if every Cauchy sequence

converged to a point of the space. But this

conjecture has been proved to be false in (ll
It is natural to consider whether the above

conjecture holds if the first axiom of countability
)

is replaced by the second axiom of countability.

The main purpose of this note is to show

that the answer in general is in the negative.

In § 3 we will give a counter example for

the purpose.

Terminology will be adopted mainly according

to (2],

§ 2. Defitions and theorems.

As a preparation for the fo'lowing section we

shall describe some definit;ons and theorems

which can be found in (2J.

Let D be a directed set with binary reltion ~.

(Definition 1) A net {xnlnED} is eventually

in a set A iff there is an element mED such

that if 1%ED and n~m then xnEA.

(Definition 2) A net {xnlnED} in the uni

form space (X, U) is a Cauchy net iff the net

{(x...., xn) (m,n)EDxD} is eventually in each

member of the uniformity U.

(Defintion 3) A uniform space is complete

iff every Cauchy net in the space converges to

a point of the space.

(Theorem 1) A family S of subsets of X X X

is a subbase for some uniformity for X if

(a) each member of 5 contains the ,diago:lal ~.

(b) for each U in S the set U-I contains a

member of Sand

(c) for e?ch U in S there is a V in S ~uch

that VoVcU.

(Theorem 2) If S is a subba<.:e for the uni

formity then for each x the family of sets V(x)

for U in S is a subbase for the neighbo:hvol

system of x.

§ 3. Lemmas and main theorem.

In this ~ection we will construct a unifo~'m

space satisfying the £econd axiom of count::bility

in which every Cauchy sequence converge:; to

a point but sorr.e Cauchr net does not converge.
Such a space is not complete by Dt'f. 3.

Let X t:e the set uf <,ll r.1tioilal numbe:"s of the
closed unit interval (0, 1).

For e;:ch monotone sequC.1Ce S= {x,: i EW} in

X, we define a subset VCS) of Xx X sl.:ch that

V (S) =(X- U (x;}) X (X -- LJ {x;}) U l'(Xi. x,).
i i j

Qj cf (lJ P. 48.
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discrete uniform t0I:0'ogy.

(Proof) For an arbitrary point x of X there

exists a monoto~e sequence S={X;liEClI} in X

such that x;=x for each iEw. Since V(S) is

a member of the subbase S for the uniformity

U. V(S)(x)={x} is a neighborhood of x by
Theorem 2. (q.e.d.)

(Lemma 3) A sequence S= {X; Ii EClI} in

(X. U) is a Cauchy ~equence iff there is a kEClI

such that X...=X" for every m.n~k.

(Proof) Suppo.:e that a sequence S= {X; IiEClI}

in (X. U) coes not satisfy the specified property

in Lemma 3. Then for the sequence S two cases
(;Ccur as follows:

Case 1. If the sequence S consists of finite

members of X, then {(X;, Xi) I (i, j) Ew Xw} is

not eventually in some member V(5') where S'

is a monotone sequence which consists of the

some members of S.

Case 2. If the sequence S consists of infinite

members of X. then we may take a subsequence

S" of S as a monotone sequence. therefore.

SxS={(X;, Xj) I(i. j)EWXw}

i::; not eventually in V(S").

Hence for any two cases the sequence S is not

a Cauchy sequence.

The converse is obvious. (q.e.d.)

(Lemma 4) Every Cauchy sequence io(X. U)

converges to one point of the space.

(Proof) It is clear by Lemma 3. (q.e.d.)

(LemIr.a 5) There exists some Cauchy net

in (X,U) which can not converge to a point of

the space.

(Proof) For each monotone sequence S= {Xii

iEw} in X, let us take a subset X(S)=X

u {.x;IX;ES} of X.
i

It is clear that X(S) is a non empty subset

of X. and the family F= {X(S) IS is a monotone
sequence in X} has the finite intersection prop
erty. Let A be the family of finite intersections
of members of F. A is directed by c. Since each
member Y.. in A is a non empty subset of X

We may choose a point Y.. in Y... Then the net

{(Y... Yll)I(Y.., Yll)EAXA} is eventually in

each member of the uniformity U. Becau:;e, for

an arbitrary member U in U. there are some

members V(SI). V(S2), ......• YeS,,) in S such

that V(51) nV(52) n... nV(S,,) c:U. and since

there is a member Yr=X-1,I {XjIXjESj. i=I... ·•,
n} in A. (ylit y,,) belongs to U whenever Ylit

Y" follow Yr.
Since the net {(y..,J.)!(Y.,Y,,}EAXA} is

eventually in each member of the uniformity U.

the net {Y.IY.EA} is a Cauchy net in(X,U).

It is sufficient to show that the Cauchy net

{y.. IY.eA} can not Converge to a point of the

space X. For an arbitrary member Y.. in A

there is a point y,. in Y. which is a member

of the Cauchy net {y.IY.. EAl. Let Ys=Y..

Y•. Then Y" is a member of A and follows Y...

Therefore there is a member y" in Y" which

is a member of the Cauchy net, and y.:!s;rY•.

This shows that for every foint x of X the

Cauchy net is not eventually in {x}. Since

(X. U) is a di~crete spz.ce (by Lemm:l 2), the

Cauchy net can not converge to a point of the
space X. (q.e.d.)

We. now. have the following result by the
above lemmas.

(Main Theorem)

For the uniform space (X,U) which is con
structed as above,

(l) the second axiom of countability is satis
fied,

(2) every Cauchy sequence in (X.U) -conver·
ges to one point of the space X, and

(3) there is some Cauchy net in (X,U) which

does not converge to a point of the space.
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